DONOR WALL INSTALLATION
By Alex Braden

Braden Photo: Househusband, 2014 - Part of Fermata,
A sound retrospective curated by the Holladay Brothers and Cynthia Connolly

It is time to recognize our amazing community of
donors! Work has begun on an exciting, and
unique, donor wall to be located in the atrium of
Mainframe Studios. It will be a ten-channel sound
installation consisting of ten speakers, custom
electronics, custom lathe cut vinyl records, a
record player, and a rotary telephone.
The sounds of the installation will be a patchwork of
recorded statements by donors and sampled
recordings from inside artist studios. The covers of
the accompanying vinyl records will feature artworks
by different Mainframe artists.
DC-area sound artist Alex Braden’s approach is truly
inspired by Mainframe Studios itself. His intention is
to push the donor recognition model to match the
uniqueness of the organization. By combining the
voices of donors, orchestrated sounds of studio
work, and by commissioning artistic contributions
directly from Mainframe artists – this project is a
communal, all-inclusive celebration of Mainframe’s
realization and all those who had a hand in making it
happen.

Born in Detroit, Alex Braden studied Classical Piano
from age four and Jazz Guitar from age eleven. He
taught freelance through college where he
eventually abandoned a music scholarship to pursue
a BFA in Sound Art. Later, between recording and
touring with three bands, Braden further developed
his fine art practice: experimenting with interactive
and immersive installations in studio and on
fellowship at Vermont Studio Center, VisArts,
Rocklands, and Montgomery College. Alex’s work
has been featured in Hyperallergic, the Washington
Post, SPIN, Noisey, and NPR.
ADD YOUR VOICE! We are asking our donors to
add their voice to Mainframe’s new sound
installation. Your donation is a demonstration of the
many reasons the arts improve our lives, connect us
to our communities, and create thriving civic
conditions.
Please call 888-816-1748, a designated telephone
number to reflect on a time when art or culture
impacted your life.

DONOR WALL INSTALLATION by Alex Braden
Adding Your Voice
Thank you for generously supporting Mainframe
Studios and its trailblazing vision to transform Central
Iowa’s art scene by creating a financially selfsustaining economic and cultural driver, serving as a
national model that stands the test of time.
Increase the impact your Mainframe Studios
donation has on the arts. Your donation becomes a
demonstration of the many reasons the arts improve
our lives, connect us to our communities, and create
thriving civic conditions. Our donor recognition
artwork will:
•
•
•

Pay Mainframe artists to do their own work
supporting this installation,
Recognize donors for their support, and
Inspire new arts supporters by sharing the many
reasons others, like you, already decided to
generously give.

Here's where you come in!

Let your voice be documented by participating in this
exciting vocal time capsule.
Call 888-816-1748, state your name, and take a
moment to reflect on a time when art or culture or
Mainframe impacted your life. Here are a few
prompts to help ease the process:
“Expanding the arts in Des Moines will mean …”
“I invest in the arts because …”
“Because of a vibrant art community, Des Moines
will be more …”
“I personally feel connected to artists because …”
“It is vital the community support the arts
because …”

Artist Alex Braden is crafting compositions from the
sounds of Mainframe artists at work, and also from
the voices of donors describing why the arts are
important to them. These compositions will be
pressed into custom records and played as an
artwork recognizing donors in Mainframe lobby.
For donors above the $100k breakpoint, a custom
pressings of the installation’s records are being
made. The original jacket art of each record will be
designed by a Mainframe artist and sent as a thank
you gift.
Questions? Contact Mainframe Studios executive
director Siobhan Spain / 515-707-2783 /
siobhan@mainframestudios.org

PLEASE JOIN US
Every First Friday of the month from 5 to 8 p.m.,
Mainframe Studios hosts free open studio events
that feature a unique theme, musical guests, food,
drink and opportunity to explore over 131 studios
full of the region’s leading creative talent. Get to
know them at mainframestudios.org/artists.

